CANINE RAG
Tune: "Bells"
On the senior wall
All the cats both great and small

Used to sit through all the night and sing
Meow! Meow! Meow! Meow!

The milk they used to drink
Now goes flowing down the sink
Or else we mix it into cocoa!
Oh, Oh I
Kate! Delicate!

Delicate!
Oh, Science, give us back our Duplicate
You used to wake us every morning;
We miss your sweet meow at dawning, Oh, Meow 1
Pete!
Repeat!
Dr. Wells will flunk you out in Drama,

F or if you cut, you cannot pass,
So do come back and cheer up our class.
Pa and Ma one day
Came to campus for a stay
When

out ran all the dogs to greet

them

Oh Bow-wow! Bow-wow! Bow-wow!
Very shocked were they,
But let dear daughter stay,

F or all the dogs were dead by nightfall, Oh, Oh !
Sooner!
Later!

Why did you to the Lab cater?
Pneumonia has taken away our Rags,

In folk-dance he no more his small tail wags, Bow-wow!
Peter Pan!
Friar Tuck!
With you rests all our puppy luck!
For if you should go
Where daisies blow,
You would leave a blue campus behind!

O. L., '21.
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THE LEGEND OF THE'LOVER'S
IN BOLLESWOOD

T

HE p recip ice in Bolleswood,

the

to the Indians

as Cowas-

suck, the Place of the Pines, is the scene of an old legend
that has won for it the name "Lovers' Cliff. ,.

Many years ago, before
great

known

CLIFF

chief

of the Mohegan

Nahanticks,

the white man came,
tribe,

a neighboring

ticks was Owenoco,

called

and

he received

tribe.

The

a tribute

chief

the Earthquake,

Uncas was the
from

of the Nahan-

because

he was so

heavy that the earth trembled when he walked.
Owenoco loved
the bright-eyed,
nimble-fingered
Weetah,
of the tribe of Un casshe who

Wove the

willows

Joved and was loved

into

beautiful

by the swift-footed

baskets;

but

Tocumwas.

Weetah

But Owen-

oco was rich and powerful,
and T ocumwas had nothing but himself to offer, so Weetah
was to be given to the Earthquake.

had

But the morning that Owenoco came to claim the maiden she
disappeared,
even though
her uncle had bound
her to a

post

in the

wigwam.

stamped off vowing
her to escape.

He

could

find

to kill Tocumwas,

no

trace

of her,

who he thought

and

he

had helped

But Weetah had gone away alone, wandering
along the shore
where the rising tide would wash away her footprints,
until finally
at dawning she reached
the Bay of Nahantick.
She crossed in a
canoe

that

had drifted

in the land of Uncas.
know as Gallow's
strawberries,
she
Cowassuck.

up on the shore,
Roaming

Lane,
finally

There,

along

gossiping
reached

under

the

and

at last she was safe

the Mohegan

trail that we

with the birds, and gathering
the brook
that runs through
ledge,
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grew

a

great

tupelo

or

pepp ericlge tree, ·whose level branches

are broad

and thick and

covered with leaves.
Tired out, she lay down under its shade
and was lulled to sleep by the whispering and trilling of the brook.
That morning,

when Tocumwas

came in from the hunt with

some red squirrels in his hand, a friend warned him that Owenoco
was raging like a whirlwind and vowing to kill him. Hut Tocumwas was so glad that Weetah had escaped that he only laughed
and started out to look for her.
Just then the earth trembled
violently, and the fierce Owenoco came rushing like a storm at
Tocumwas.
But Tocumwas was fleet of foot, and slipped away
from him.

The mighty race that followed was like the thunder-

bolt after the lightning, or the water-fall after the river before it,
and neither one could change' the distance between them. Finally,
panting and bleeding, they reached Cowassuck, where T ocumas
was caught and held in a scrag of the pine-tree.
The giant Owenoco wound -his hand in Tocumwas' hair, and, dragging him to
the edge of the cliff, dropped him over. Looking over the edge
of the cliff, he could see nothing but the boughs and the brook,
and he went off, uttering a low yell of triumph.
Had he but had better eyes, he would have seen that T ocumwas had fallen into the topmost

branches

of the strong

tupelo

tree, and rested there unhurt.
In gratitude he thanked the Great
Spirit for his life, and sighed out, ''Tell me, Great Spirit, if my
Weetah li~es!"

And a voice breathed

out, "Weetah

lives."

He

thought it was an-echo, but he asked again, "Dost thou say my
W eetah lives?" and the answer came back, "Weetah lives I", and
there, under the tree, was W eetah herself.
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With a cry of delight,

Tocumwas

leaped

down from the tree, and the moon shone down

on their rejoicing.
The next morning,

when

he found the two tired

lovers beseeching

his favor.

He granted

from Owenoco,

and adopted

T ocumwas

them protection
into the Mohegan
Weetah

forever
tribe.

And

went to the Place

offering-perhaps
upon the friendly

Uncas carne

every

springtime,

of the Pines

the horns

of a deer,

tupelo-tree,

in honor

out from his wigwam,

and

T ocumwas

suspended

or the feather
of the Great

and

a votive

of an eagle
Good Spirit.

A WA Y 'WAY BACK IN THE ACES DARK

F

ROM Connecticut's
.

wind

t

I

-swep campus one ooks across the
to the calm hiBs of Groton.
Now one

ever-changing Thames
sees stretches of q . t fi ld
d
At
iaht h I' h
ure
e s an a few peaceful farmhouses.
rug
t e 19 ts twinkle f th lik
' d
th
'h
or
I e myna
messengers from
e past-tiny
g osts of I eli
fi
n Ian camp res which once glowed
th ere.
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But today the only reminder
shaft which lifts itself upward
wold.

of earlier war is the tall granite

to the sky on the site of Fort Gris-

Where now rises the smoke of placid and secure hearths,

once curled the signal columns of the fierce Pequot.
This warlike nation was a branch of the great Algonquin race which spread
over America

from Greenland

far to the South.

This particular

branch. the Pequots or Mohegans. migrated from what is now
New York State. because of insufficient game supplies for such
a large nomadic

population.

Along

the banks

of the Thames

they found a country just suited to their needs.
The Pequots
the Thames,

established

and

became

themselves
the

terror

in several villages along
of all neighboring

tribes.

For years they made their history with bow and tomahawk under
able chiefs.
Not only was their enmity for tribes of their own
race, but also for the white usurper, and the battleground
Griswold was once the scene of a fearsome massacre
New England

of Fort
of early

settlers.

During the rule of Sassacus a division of the tribe

occurred.

Uncas, a blood relation and a rival for the chieftainship. revolted
and fled with many followers to the opposite bank of the Thames.
Here

he settled.

and, making

professions

of friendship.

became

the ally and later the protege of the whites.
This band became
known as Mohegans, or Mohicans, and their chief village took this
name.
This same village exists today,

and here live the descendants

of Uncas and his hand, verily the "Last of the Mohicans."
T 0day, however, there is scarcely a perceptible difference between
those with Indian blood in their veins and other inhabitants
neighborhood.
ing-ground
And

of the

The site of Uncae's fort and the old Indian bury-

near Norwich are interesting

so these stirring pages

relics of the past.

of history have not been lo~t to

us, for the memory of the Indian still lives in place and name and
in legend.
Old Indian tales cling to our campus and form a
fabric of dreams-a
wams nestling
figures outlined

dim, yet passionate,

on wooded

fabric of shadowy

wig-

hills, of war and the chase., of dusky

against a sunset sky.
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POETS' CORNER
THE SONG OF THE AUTUMN
leaf, as it clung

This is the song of the autumn

to the flaming tree,

Till the blast arose with a boisterous
shout and sent it flying free,
And tossed it wildly hither and yon and dashed
it far on high,
Till its flaming crimson
swept sky!

J

"Ho in a bacchanal,

seemed

to burn

leap where

in the blue

the wi'ld winds

Swiftly rise to the cold blue skies, then dart

of the wind-

shriek

and roar,

to the earth

once

more!
Up and away again I soar in the whirlwind's
Flung about

by the vagrant

gusts,

How I scoff at the b~rren boughs
How I laugh in my joyous

mad

in a buoyant,

embrace,
giddy

chase.

that held me fast so long-

scorn, with a challenge

in my song-

Lift up your gaunt old arms to God, and beg revenge, 0 tree f
Behold, 1 defy your futile curse. for the wind has set me freel"
This was the song of the autumn leaf. till the raging. whistling gale
Sent forth its life in one great blast. then died with a fitful wail;
And

the crimson
ground.

To join the throng

leaf.

like a Harne burnt

of its fellow

leaves.

out.
brown

sank
and

slowly

to the

sere around.

And the sun went down. and twilight came. with its silent mystery.
And the purple dusk encompassed
all, save the barren.
leafless
tree.

G. H., '24.
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IMAGE
You are the swaying of long flames
From tall white candles
Standing in a silent room,
Before a shadowy

mirror

Of old gold.
L. R, 'ZI.

ABSENCE
The night is sharp with stars,
And the moon sleeps.

The frosty silence of the darkness

Will

not stir.

The candles wait. • . .
Only the slender

ghosts of silver flowers

Live in your room
When you are gone.

L.R,'ZI.

RETURN
Soft darkness presses on the glass

Suddenly bright birds with yellow wings
Flash by. the sleeping windows
I have remembered
That you will soon return.
The green vines climbing on the wall

Are like their own shadows.
They have no color in the darkness.
As you pass
You touch them carelessly with your fingers

And there is a quick unfolding of white petals,
As the leaves gleam

Under the sudden light of fireflies.
L.R,'ZI.
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.

TO THE SHIPYARDS
Dark hulls that jagged rise
Silhouetted'

gainst sunset clouds I

What infinite romance your life will hold
When,

full-grown,

you have burst your shrouds.

Night after night I sit and dream
Of adventures that you must dareOf strange, sweet lands; of vanquished
Of cargoes precious and rare.

waves;

And then I think of half-naked men
Urged on by Hunger's dread knife,
Who rivet and pound in the body of you
Blood and tears that give you life.
0,

man-made

wanderers

0' er

the world I

Adventurers dashing and bold!
These laborers too, by the turn of a screw
Have kissed Romance,

the enchantress

of old.

'21.

CHALLENGE
I sing of the strength

that is youth!

Yonth in its blunders and blindness;
Youth in its narrow

conceits,

its cruel unkindness;

Youth that is largely F oo l, save its passionate
Condemning,
ignorant Youth'
I sing of the strength
Youth

truth;

that is youth'

with its faith and its fineness;

Youth in its absolute power, nearing sublimeness;
Youth that is l~rgely God in its passionate truth,
Exulting, triumphant Youth I
sing of the strength

that

Which have you kept,

is youth I

faith or blindness?

The youth that is largely Fool, with its stubborn
Or youth that is God, with its powers and absolute
Lasting, eternal Youth?

unkindness?
truth;

C. K, N. F" '23,
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LULLABY
Peace

I would bring to you, tired Beloved,
The peace of a pine tree alone with the moon,
Or the lap of deep water, lying black in the starlight.
Rocked to the -rhythm of the wind's lilting croon.
Let my hands in your hair be that wind in the grasses,
Let my lips on your face be the touch of the sun,
Let my quiet-eyed love be the love that surpasses
All beauty you've dreamed of or ever looked on.
Peace and tranquility, tired Beloved.
You may have what you will of my life; the whole!
God laughs in my heart when I bend to kiss you,
With each touch of . my lips I give you my soul I

C. K. N. F., '23.
I love big horses struggling up a hill
And workmen stooped in careless, graceful strength;
I love good homely

things like soil and sweat,

And lighted window panes and shining brass,
And neat square rugs laid on a polished floor.
The commonplace and strong in life I love!
I love the poppy, frail and delicate,
And soft mysterious dusk and unknown dark,
And all the shadowy half-things of the soul
That are but flashes, come and gone again,
Illusive, transient, but eternal things.
The subtle and the rare in life I love!

C. K. N. F., 23.

CONSUMMATION
Of the glory of all sunsets,
My soul seems a throbbing
All the wonder

Seems to tremble
And through

part.

of all dawnings
in my heart.

all my pulsing being

Streams a light-a

flame-a

fire-

For the shining gates have opened
To the "Land

of Heart's

Desire!"

E. M. S., '24.
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I
I

THE EGOTIST
My glory- is to feast alone:
Two leopards crouch beneath

my hand;

Mute, ebon 'slaves beside me stand
With peacock

plumes

from tropic

land.

I. alone.
No torches

Rare upon my walls,

But through

o

Night,

As lamps
I, alone.

my vaulted

a million

ceiling

stars that

to light my banqueting!

Behold! I fill my garlanded
Behold I

bring,

swing

My

ivory

board

cup.

is grim

With scarlet streams that over brim
The jewel 'crusted, silver rim.
I, alone.

B. D., '23
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THE TRANSFORMATION

OF AN AESTHETE

ONNECTICUT COLLEGE is hard on the Aesthete-when.

C

spelled with a capital

"A"

shrined.

to us in that

budding

Many come

of the artiste's

and set apart

temperament

as a thing en-

guise, hut

the exotic

is usually blasted

before

the college career is far advanced.
The transformation
process.

of Aesthetes

in C. C. girls is an interesting

During the first few days, they droop and sway around

the campus, assuming negligent poses and occasionally yawning

forth uplifting remarks for the benefit of any of the hoi polloi
who may heed.

They are apt to speak in mystic phrases given

a duel significance when uttered with the nonchalant
air of one
who is of The WarId and Experienced.
But soon, soon the change
begins!

An aesthete

girls of our campus

who 'could long endure
would

be too sturdy

the lusty gales and

for an Aesthete.

Of

such is genius!
But to return

to our Aesthete.

The first and greatest

thorn

in her path is gym, looming large and menacing upon the Way of
T ruth which she would fain pursue.
Who can be busily engaged
in a little bit of serious thinking and at the same ti'me correctly
execute "Right face! Left face! Right about face! F or-r-r-warcl,
march l-Halt

I"

Even

genius

which ensues when one marches
file standing

does

not care

steadily

for

the publicity

on, leaving

the rank and

at ease on the other side of the gym.

Furthermore,

a knee that has been vigorously rapped by a hockey stick unfits
one for rambling "mong the flowers like a Child of Nature; and
thoughts

for the 'uplift of the masses are apt to be knocked

vio-

lently askew when a vulgar soccer ball lands on one's chest.
Even the elements

seem to conspire against the pursuit of the

Real Meaning

of Things.

crest

inspiration

seeking

Who can gaze dreamily
for some new

at Dian's pale

effusion when

the mer-

ciless wind jams one's hat over the eyes, thus effectively
ing the

pale-orbed

Huntress?

fields to seek the Real Heart
wear
brand

hip-boots

to keep

of mud?

the most adamant

Or who can roam

of Things when it is necessary

from being

Despise

engulfed

the material

of Aesthetes

conceal-

the verdant

by

"Our

as one may,

must bow before Aeolus

vius, e' en though the Muses be neglected.
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to

Special"
here

even

and Plu-

THE PURSUIT OF PAGANISM
Great Godl
Suckled

T a tender

A

age]

decided

be a Pagan

unknown.

Wordsworth

was right and whe.n

a mere infant decided to pose as a modern Pagan.
This
tendency
was especially
vociferous
on Sundays when I

rebelled strenuously
attendance.
When
best

I'd rather

in a creed

against

I came to college,

exercise

my abilities

rising, but how else?

by church

the early rising necessitated
I looked

around

J

as a Pagan.

to see how I could

still nurtured

At last carne a chance.

my late

An aesthetic

danc-

ing class was formed J Here did I go nightly to worship at the
shrine of Terpsis. With flowing robes and clash of cymbals furnished

by groaning

worshipped.

radiators

Her shrine

The Aoor gleamed

and

the Rash of swift feet was she

was in the mystic

cold and golden'

neath

recesses

of the gym.

the lights.

We swayed

to the rhythm of the dance while those beneath,
the sacred rites, deemed us engaged in basket-ball.
dust

not initiated

in

In the service of the goddess we prostrated
ourselves in the
(speaking literally).
With beatific expressions of peace we

illustrated
pathetic

relaxation
slivers.

The thought

while our bare

But who would

of sacrifice

a classic Grecian

feet were pierced

not be a martyr

by unsym-

for one's faith?

thrills me and while I suffer tortures

smile, I feel that at last I am achieving

with

paganism.

THE DIARY OF AN ENTHUSIASTIC JUNIOR
APRIL I 7-lsn't

college simply wonderful?

classes, and I have such perfectly
ideal to be a college professor_to
the heights

of knowledge,

to live in that pure

that is intellectual,
and to be entrusted
with
leading the young in the paths of learning I

APRIL
justment
~rofessor

18-Today

atmosphere
that

divine

of all
task of

I learned that insanity is mental malad-

and that college
if I should

I just love my

splendid professors I It is my
be always reaching up towards

know

students

often

if ] were

go insane.

going

insane,

I asked my
and

he said,

Oh, yes."
I have never felt that I was losing my mind, but I
feel often, oh, very often, that I am not really understood
by anyone.

I think it is because

I am not able to let my true depth
142

of

thought and feeling manifest itself. The sorrows of him who cannot express himself are many I They say that the best thing repressed persons can do to learn to express themselves is to write
verse.
I tried it the other day-of
course these are my first attempts but I should always like to keep them.

Here is one. on the

Spring:
My soul has been slumbering

the winter

long through

Awaiting the touch of the finger of Spring.
With a breeze from the South she has blown wide the portals
Spring is now in my Blood I
Though my thoughts travel
In the dull blue and the distant

gray of the heavens

My soul doth ride freely
The whitest of June's puffy clouds.

Wide!
Doth my soul stretch to eternity;
Open ye great and ye small
To my soul!
'Tis a bird, wild, immortal,
A flower,

A Truth.
And here another

one:

Far in the slumbering

depths

of the Forest,

Soft 'neath the moss and pine needles,
Wakened the passionate soul of the Spring: Time,
Stirring the worms and the beetlea,
Then through the seeming-dead

trees and the bushes,

Through the tenderest saplings
Pulsed the rich nurturing food that is Nature's
Building the weakest to straplings.
APRIL
now.

19---.:...1
am so glad we are going to have outdoor

This spring

I am going

sports

to try. for the Clock Colf Chern-

pionship.
And I love croquet!
I playa little game all my own
when I play croquet.
I make believe each ball represents something evil in this world, and I get such enjoyment out of hitting
those balls with all my strength!
One I call Sin, there' s another
called Bolshevism,

another

Selfishness,

is the real value of education-learning
present-day

problems.

and so on.

After all, that

to relate what we learn to

Oh, I just love college!

M. J .. '21, and J.B., '23.
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THE MAN PROBLEM

I

days,

proceedings

of the socially

Twas not so many years ago that

problem, stalked

in those

and

kept an engagement

Every

week

forts

where

were,

gazed

with

figure,

a dance

officers'

balls

door

bells.

or helping

decide

whether

the better

dancer.

Worn

the days to come, when

upper

wide

the man

were Freshmen

and

round

cIassmen.

at the

Not one but

and faced weekly the grave problems

best ask Jack

brought

answering

eyes

minded

book,

of whether she had
to the next dance.

the

this dread

among us. We of twenty-one

or Ted,

in the gym

were

Lieutenant

we should

Worn

Rowers,
Sam

willing,

for

a civilian

or a trip to one of

given.

delivering

but

or risk taking

and

thin we

acting

as maids,

or Ensign

Jim were

did

we not visualize

be the favored

ones.

Alas I

Those who were swept by the social whirl, and ourselves,
busy with helping the others keep pace, failed to recognize the
apparition

for what he really was.

ous minded
tempted

members

to warn us of prophesied

co-educational?

But the faculty-and

of Twenty-hailed

Must

we buy

the

to demand

time to answer
the faculty
midable
And

all the phone

forge

foe.

attention

a two-edge

This

these

weap~n

days,

which

. 'Was C. C. becoming

men-e. hat

racks

when

calls ~

for 'Winthrop ~

there

But could

was hardly

enough

Nay, and in desperation

sword

with

was called
find

and at-

dangers.

How can we cope with the army and navy invasion?"
they hope

the seri-

problem

which
"The

did

to slay our for-

Social

Twenty-One

Calendar:'

Seniors,

find a

campus haunted by the ghost of the ruthlessly slain Man Question.
His stature is shrunken
and his manner
is much less dashing,
but he holds

far Worse horrors

for us than did his predecessor.

No longer is there a choice of cavaliers
no longer do well worn
sages exist.
These days,

•

at all who has the time to be with
spirits which so confidently' promised
of

their

stamped

friends.
by boots

falls of those
Swung open

We
and

whom
to Jack,

droop.

us.
Broken are the brave
men to indefinite numbers

Over

stabbed

by spurs,

we summon
Ted

in khaki or navy blue,

engagement
books and scribbled meslong hours are spent in finding anyone

the

ground,

once

the modest

foot-

to our standards.

or Bob on respective
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same

come

nights,

Doors once
now creak

back rustily to Kenneth at tea dance, hop and prom
fortunate

(if one is so

to find a Kenneth with so much leisure).

And still time proceeds!
What have you in store for these who come after us, dread
spectre

of our worry-fevered

nights?

We beg thee be lenient-

Look thou on what thou hast done unto us, once of unbroken
undaunted

and

spirits.

O. L.. '21.

OVERTONES (MEMORIES OF BLACKSTONE)
OONLIGHT on slate roofs, and calm, transparent stillness
of midnight on the hill-top.
Lights twinkle gaily in the

M

dormitory

across the court,

and you lie in bed,

off to sleep under the spell of the moon.
whisper comes across the court, "Betty I
Betty

Bra-own!

Betty-Hey

there,

drifting

Suddenly a sibilant
Oh, Betty Brown!

Betty!"

Finally,

after

a

shrill signal whistle, the window under yours bangs open.

"Hello l"
"Oh, Betty, I just couldn't go to sleep until I told youcalled up from New Haven
"Oh, my dear!"

"Lm
Betty.

so thrilled

erupts

Teddy

and he's coming up this week-end."
from Betty,

I could talk all night.

You must meet him,

And what do you suppose he said?"

Ditto

and ditto

then shrieks of mirth.

for ten minutes-peace
Someone

which means at least one hour
your head out of the window,

for ten seconds-

across the court is giving a party,
of torture.
emitting

You rise and stick

a "ehsseh" like a Fourth

of July skyrocket.
A little less noise for about two minutes, then
the racket begins afresh.
Again you "sshssh" vibratingly, only
to be greeted
wounded

for an hour
breaks

with an impertinent

and smouldering

up;

or so to the sounds
time has healed

"sshsssh."

answering
of revelry.

your

wounded

Finally
feelings;

you prepare to drift under the spell of the moon.
But not so! Sharp, short barks, like the descent
closet-full

of kitchen

ware,

With

feelings you return to bed and listen

break

the

silence.

the party
and again
of a whole

Curse

not

the

Fates, Oh, Soul! Not only to Walter Pater is it given to feel the
ecstasy of "White Nights."
"Sooner," our beloved little blackand-tan,

is expressing

the rapture

of the moonlight

in chasing his

tail !
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LAMENTATION
ROM

time immemorial

afloat

among

F

the

OF AN ART MAJOR
there

lovers

way to see things

in their

blessed

it.

But I confess

me with

pig-eyes.

small

a very

odd

tradition

sake

that

the only

proper

relationships

is to look at

tradition,

and as

that for me it is impractical.

eyes,

which

my

friends

Nature

irreverently

call

this handicap I cannot see as much as others,

Under

anyway, and with the eyes half-shut
tiful. mysterious fog.
Nevertheless,

been

for art's

It is a venerable

them with the eyes half-shut.
such I honor

has

of art

like

the

courtiers

everything

becomes a beau-

in legend

who

admired

the

coronation
robe of the naked king, I nobly uphold tradition.
I
have cultivated
the finest details of the pose, and beside me Mr.
Selden

looks

backward,
hand

reclines

ively and
the

weight

body

The
is on

on the hip, while

moves

the motion

object

amateur.

of the

gracefully

delicately

resist tracing
-for

like the merest

the

through

comes when some bystander,
awed tones, "She's an artist."
pronounced.

is tilted

left

slightly

foot,

the left

the right hand

instinct-

the air as though

of the scene

of my squint

head
the

or picture.

is immediately

it could not

My only reward
spoiled

for me-

nudging
his neighbor,
whispers in
The magic benediction
has been

SOUL STIRRINGS
I am emotional.
I used to be psychic, but that's
Everyone
who is anyone
is emotional
these days.

going out.
I live on

music.
My soul demands
it. Some girls come to college
some come to play, but I come for the food of life.

to learn,

Every year my taste changes a bit, due to an overindulgence
in the old standbys.
This year I am doing quite well with "Lena
and

Her Concertina,"

pleasantly

plumpish

and
taste,

you ever lie on your
through the transom?

airs.

There is something
I am particularly

my new "Figi-Gee-Gee."

Lena has a

while

flesh.

the Gee~Gee

couch and listen to the
Try it tonight between
beautifully
fortunate.
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is solid

music that
9 :30 and

Did
creeps
10:00.

catholic in the combination
My room is in the heart

of
of

.

l~-----------the house (how appropriate that is for an emotional creature).
I am surrounded by Victrolas, with here and there a sprinkling
of pianos, banjos, mandolins, and ukes. Last year I said to Julia,
..] ulia, this thing of putting me up among the silent trunk rooms
and soulless linen closets must cease, and that right quickly.

I

must be where there is music.
My soul demands it." Julia said
that she could sympathize.
She always has two phones in her
office so that their voices blend.
Have

you ever noticed

We have a telephone
stantly blending,

how nicely telephone

in our dormitory

voices blend?

and the voices are con-

rising and falling, don't you know.

But to get back to the subject

of music.

My

soul stirs each

morning at six-thirty, when I hear the clear, sweet voice of the
rising bell outside my door.
Merely knowing that someone or
something is up and ready to call me to another day puts new
life, new vigor into me. And at night I sleep, yes, how I sleep.
The good night bell is so cheering, so refreshing.

It says, "You

have done well today, at least as well as possible.

I will call

you in the morning."

]. B., '23.

THE GOD OF MAMMON

C

C. is not a business college.
Neither do we believe that,
because Heaven reputedly boasts golden streets, the way
• to Heaven is necessarily paved with gold.

However, even

the most idealistic among us cannot deny that money is the root
of a great deal of good, and that much of our excess energy in
college is spent in digging for these roots. Drives for proms, war
reconstruction, crew, starving Austrians, commencement budget,
Service League,

Endowment

Fund-these

are but a few of the

thousand worthy causes that fill our lives with enthusiasm and
pauperism.
The most vivid and lasting impression of 2 I' s freshman year is of C. C. students trooping to town on Saturday afternoon to stand behind counters, to act as nursemaids, or to hand
out change from a cashier's cell. We were earning our Student
Friendship Fund pledges!
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After

four years of drives and campaigns

we grow older and

wiser, and discover that the nearest way to a college girl's pocketbook is parallel to the way to a man's heart, for such is our generosity

that

we give to each

but also our digestions,
.rnent president
a C, C. shell;
first ice-cream

worthy

cause

Even our dainty

not only our ducats

little Student

Govem-

will eat onion sandwiches to buy one splinter of
Miss Sherer, in true sporting
fashion, licked her
cone to help 2 1"s Junior

logg can always

be relied

upon

Prom

fund; and Dr. Kel-

to buy lolly-pops

for each little

Corn-Flake.
Stunts and auctions
the allowance

are other

from the allowed.

effective

methods

We pass over

of separating

the stunts with-

out comment-the
subject is too painful I
agonizing at the time of collection, for Jeanette

Auctions are less
Sperry has proved

her right to stand with those famous historical

figures, Oudin and

Hester,

as Auctioneer

Par Excellence.

It is not until the morning

after, when the sun shines brightly on our new aoqutsrtrons or
the rain drips frivolously through our new umbrellas,
that any
regret is felt.
And now, 0 God of Mammon,

who giveth and who also tak-

eth away, may we ask our question?
We are loyal, enthusiastic
supporters
of all drives from the Dog-Housing
Proposition up,
but how in the name
cents

(and

sense)

of High

Finance,

having

pledged

to a cause, can we be expected

our last

to support

all

or any hot fudge sundae sales, teas or musicales for the benefit
of that cause?
"Tie a miracle but one which we are called upon
to perform at least ten times a week.

VOICES FROM THE SPIRIT WORLD
A SERMON ON DEATH, BY THE GHOST
OF THE ART GUILD
TEXT: In death thou art greatest

T

o die

glari~usly

is to achieve

the Art GUIld, hereby

greatly;

of all.

and we, the shades of

wish to extol our death

.
~s an ,example to other organizations
lived m Yam.
(We mention no names!)
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and to offer it

who feel that they have

,
I

I

In life we were mediocre. fulfilling no other purpose than
to spend time and money.
Even though

Hence we resolved to commit suicide.

the price of barrels

and carfare

to Niagara

was suffering from the war, we must die spectacularly;
enriched

Pete's

and turned

and Gager-Crawford's

with our whole treasury,

the studio into an oriental

of the spoils.

Falls

and so we

den for the consumption

Mystic music, purple candles and bizarre and fas-

cinating costumes completed

the funeral preparations,

tails of the wake are forever

a secret between

but the de-

the Shades of the

Art Guild and Dr. David Leib, who drifted in to mourn but
stayed to eat and talk of horse races.
Suffice it to say that we
died triumphantly and artistically.
And

the moral is: Fear not death,

my sistern l

'Tis sweeter

than life, and .tis the essence of earthly pleasure to revel at your
own wake.

MESSAGE NUMBER
I have received

TWO-BEATRICE

FAIRF ACT::>.

this query from a senior at Connecticut

Col-

lege, and I feel that I simply must answer it:
Dear BeatyI had great difficulty-in

fact, extreme difficulty, in acqurrrng

unto myself an escort for the Tea Dance, and I blush to admit

that I was driven to Bulkeley High School in the end.
I am extremely
be informed

domestic

and 'fond of children,

on a few methods

of attracting

Although

I would

like to

the grave and rev-

erend college youth.
Fervently yours,
Marion .
. The dear child I

I know just how she feels!

Since this is the

age of vamps, not of flirts, the modern heart-breaker
her technique.

Curls 'and lisps are abandoned

but no less effective weapons,
types.

must revise

for more subtle,

and you may choose

from many

There is always

The Original Vamp-She

who wears low-cut black gowns and

jade earrings, and as she nonchalantly
all rulesl}

remarks

drickson!

Perhaps

in a bored

blows smile-rings

(against

tone, "Oh, yes!

Poor Peter Hen-

I was to blame, after all!"

Mob psychology
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proves

that a vision of a string of broken

a desire
Then

there

is The

things in odd shades
and

hearts

inevitably

quotes

Oscar

conversation

Soulful

Vamp-she

of red.

Wilde

is nothing

out in dreamy

sighs.

with

more

every

third

word.

a comradely

grip,

exhausted,

friendship

athletic

she lures a man onto
she consents
ability

with

and the inspiration

state, mere man is helpless

to stop,

-thereof:

and the lure of sunset-reflecting

breathed

Review."

1 would advise
boyish, and with

a horse

and

Finally,
and

her eyes.

against

In fact, her

This is the most deadly of

lessly over hills and fences and brooks.
marvelous

clinging
perfume,

an anthology

the "Little

Vamp.

affects

of sandalwood

or less than

She adores

Next comes The Athletic

who

She reeks

the species varnpirus, because it is so deceptive.
you to use her as a model.
Frank, clear-eyed,

pletely

arouses

to join the crowd.

She

rides ruth-

when he is comsuddenly
talks

displays

of Platonic

and in this weak,

the sense of physical

fatigued

inferiority,

eyes and white riding-breeches.

THE FAT TABLE

W

E have with us 'The

Sacred Order of the Fatted Calf."

You must have qua lifica tioris before you join this select
group of Elitely Enormous.
You may have your brains
measured on a Binet scale and be an intellectual heavyweight, and
yet on our penny slot machine
not

more

than

a half

it will avail you nothing.

ounce.

You

may

have

That is,

Kitchener

for a

grandfather,
and Miss Turner herself for a sister-in-law,
and it
will avail you nothing.
You may have an appetite
like a lonesome kangaroo,
of a bottomless

or a digestive
pit,

(unless

system

like the dull aching

it be consolidated

pois)-it
will avail you nothing.
Or perhaps
but desire to commercjalize
your uncalled-for

in actual

void

avoirdu-

you are qualified.
dimensions
in a

traveling Ring-Ling, at ten cents a look.
If so, oh gentle reader,
turn this page.
l ts tears and joys will find no place in a heart so
lacking

in a proper

OimensiQn.
have beheld

appreciation

of the

greatness

of the Third

But to those who, like their esteemed grandame Eve,
a beauty and mission in the tender green leaf, to

those who have watched
the proud and happy scale crashing
"crescendo"
to two hundred and ten, to those who have visibly
subsided

under

a regiment

of well trained
150

calories-this

piece is

dedicated.

May you always,

Eat-and-Crow-Thinners,

same naive pleasure in a morsel of bread,
of pity for Our Ladies of Sorrow,-who,

find the

with perhaps

an eye

lacking a perfect 45, and

not so generously endowed by Nature, are daily turned from thy
table forever-to
hopelessly decline and finally waste away on
the hackneyed bean, or a never-to-be-too-much~boil~d

egg.

Alas,

where is thy pound of flesh, Oh Shylock?

,
I

